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 July 2015

Nature's Bead Embroidery   
Presented by Eleanor Pigman 

 

Tuesday, July 21 at 7:30 p.m.  Social half-hour at 7 pm with coffee/tea 
 
Courtyard Marriott, 5555 Shellmound, Emeryville, 94605.  The parking lot is a gated surface lot around the 
hotel.  Bring your parking ticket into the hotel; get it validated after the meeting and BSNC will pay the 
parking fee.  Members free with membership card, non-members $5     
 
Eleanor Pigman's opening page shows a life-like jewel toned 
tropical fish.  If this is any indication of her presentation on 
July 21st, we are in for an unusual treat. She will share her 
artistic journey beginning with the early influences she 
experienced growing up in New York City to finally 
discovering bead embroidery.  
 
Eleanor fell into the world of bead embroidery after she 
created a bead embroidered portrait of Barack Obama for a 
moveon.org contest and was one of the 50 finalist. Her piece 
was published, and was given a Congressional Award for 
“keeping hope alive through art”.  This has propelled her to 
move forward with her work. Another piece is part of a 
permanent exhibition with NOAA the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration in St. Petersburg, FL.  
 
She will discuss her personal relationship with beads - how 
creating order using beads is a therapeutic experience which 
all beaders have realized ~ she had just kicked it up a notch 
which her presentation will expansively show all who attend 
the meeting. 
 
Eleanor is trying to create the impossible.  As a self taught 
artist, she is always pushing the boundaries in her artistic 
process. Her goal is when someone views her work to ask the 
question “ how was this constructed”.  She hopes listeners 
will find inspiration and their own personal artistic direction.  
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HOW IS IT MADE? HOW IS IT USED? – Dr. Robert Liu, Ph.D. 
 

On April 21, 2015, BSNC was 
honored by the presence of 
Dr. Robert Liu, Ph.D.  His 
slide show presentation 
explained how various 
ancient, ethnographic and 
contemporary ornaments 
were made, as well as what 
we know and don't truthfully 
know about their use today.  
 

Trained as an ethologist/ichthyologist, Robert K. Liu 
received his Ph.D. from the University of California in 
Los Angeles, where he originally worked in the field of 
experimental gerontology in the Dept. of Pathology, 
School of Medicine.  
 
In 1975 he left biomedical research after founding The 
Bead Journal, which changed its title in 1978 to 
Ornament Magazine, a journal of personal adornment. 
Self-trained as a jeweler and photographer, for the last 
40 years he has been the co-editor of Ornament and 
has written extensively on ancient, ethnographic and 
contemporary jewelry and personal adornment. 
Recently he has explored the use of bamboo as a 
sustainable jewelry material, as well as other unusual 
media such as high-tech films that are being heat-
shrunk. He continues to lecture on and give workshops 
on jewelry photography, working with bamboo and has 
just published The Photography of Personal Adornment, 
preceded by Collectible Beads as well as over 680 
articles and publications.  
 
Dr. Liu stressed the importance in the need to study the 
past in order to understand the future as well as 
ourselves.  The main issue is that often archeologists 
are able to locate one of an item. And, by having no 
others to study and to compare with or against, science 
can only guess as to how and why it was created.   
And the importance to study what is now 
"contemporary" as it will soon become our own history.  
He showed slides of current workers in third world 
countries such as Pakistan and India using the exact 
same equipment that was used thousands of years 
previously.  Dr. Liu moved throughout history showing 
how one aspect of history has affected the future of 
various aspects of mankind.   
 

Faience, found throughout Egypt and commonly called 
"mummy beads" was the first medium, over 6500 years 
old. What we consider "glass" was discovered 4500 
years ago. Today, specialists realize how popular faience 
was in those days due to the discovery of thousands of 
cylinders and discs used in jewelry and decoration.  
From an intact 18th dynasty Egyptian Faience 
"broadcollar" housed in the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, this style was originally believed to be funerary only 
because there were not counterweights attached to the 
back to enable balance of the broad collars on the body, 
a recent recreation of an authentic piece, proved that 
this counterweight was not necessary.  This small factor 
may now have changed the previously accepted 
working knowledge. Faience was a wonderful medium 
as it self-glazed as it dried and needed no additional 
treatment beyond firing.  
 
Two-part or multi-part clay molds were first used for 
bronze casting, as this is a much older technology, and 
glass came to China very late. The Chinese Zhou Dynasty 
also used the two part molds for glass ornaments but 
this 2-part casting was also used again in the 19th 
century in Lauscha, Germany in forming glass items and 
matrix blown glass in Venice and Mexico.  Obviously, to 
use the common phrase; "what goes around, comes 
around", certainly seems relevant. 
 
The famous Warring States stratified eyebeads from the 
Zhou dynasty featured dots upon dots upon dots. This 
type of decoration is often emulated in today's 
glasswork by creating complexly precise component 
dotting. This exquisite challenge is one that is being 
emulated in many mediums such as polymer clay. The 
other styles that are often copied in multiple mediums 
are mosaic and millifiori glass cane beads. Only about 
22 Late Roman Mosaic face beads have been found, but 
Early Roman Mosaic face beads probably number in the 
hundreds to thousands. In part due to historical 
investigation, his slides clearly showed how the ancient 
Roman Mosaic beads were put together by using same 
or similar canes of the various facial parts.  However 
there is no way to prove if these canes were made by 
skilled glassworders and subsequently sold to less 
skilled glass beadmakers.  Obviously this needs 
additional study. Beadmakers in Indonesia, especially 
Javanese glassworkers, imitate their own Jatim beads 
very well, but, as of yet, they are not capable of 
imitating Roman face beads. Almost all the fakes of such 
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face beads are detectable with prior knowledge of how 
the truly ancient beads are composed. 
 
Dr. Liu then showed a slide of a large, ancient pre-
Columbian metal worked mask.  Ingots of pure metals 
of gold, silver, and copper were pounded, by stone on 
stone, almost paper thin into the creation of decorative 
funerary masks.  Upon learning how this was done 
thousands of years ago, Dr. Liu also tried to pound on 
an ingot only to find that this was uncommonly difficult 
and soon gave up his efforts after over 1200 hits and his 
neighbors who quickly grew to hate his efforts.  
Learning by doing obviously was more difficult than he 
thought.   
 
His next series of slides showed prehistoric Southwest 
mosaic overlay work.  Heating and fracturing with water 
was used to mine the turquoise. Tiny squares of 
turquoise (tesserae) were broken into small squares 
using lapidary techniques by using stone tools, then 
glued using pitch, over the backs of rare spondylus or 
more common glycymeris shell, formed into ritualistic 
bird or frog shapes. Dr. Liu also tried to recreate this 
ancient technique. He found that holding even the 
smallest pieces of turquoise (simulated by plastic), to 
attempt to grind them into the small square shapes 
using modern sandpaper, his efforts resulted in much 
larger pieces than those featured in the museum 
examples, which had been done with stone tools. There 
are only 40 known pieces and again, this means more 
study needs to be done on this subject.  
 
Continuing back into the world of glass, Dr. Liu 
explained how African Powdered Glass beads were 
created.  Kiffa beads, first made in the 1820-1830 
period and Bodom beads, from around 1850, were 
created by reheating crushed glass until the glass 
'sintered' or fused. Locally found feldspar was crushed 
and used in Kiffas as flux to enable the beads to 
probably more easily fuse. Inside these clay forms, the 
Bodom beads were maneuvered while still hot and later 
decorated, by hotworking. The Kiffa women used their 
own saliva to bind similar glass powders together and 
they have remained the sole manufacturers. Over 
150,000 Kiffa beads were made so it is easier to verify 
their techniques. This type of manufacturing was 
continued from 1925-1975 but with increasing less skill. 
However, Kiffa beadmaking is no longer being done 
today due to drought conditions that have totally killed 
off their culture.  
 

A category of items that have just come to interest are 
the Chinese Archer's Rings which were worn for 
protection on the thumb that held the bow string. The 
original rings were made of molded glass, jade and 
various stones. For the more numerous glass rings, a 
real ring was pressed into soft clay which was fired, and 
then glass frit was poured into the mold, often to 
emulate stone. After firing and removal from the mold, 
finishing was via  lapidary techniques.  Whether real 
stone or glass were used, primitive treadle power was 
used; today, polishing and grinding are done with 
electrically powered equipment.  Both stone and glass 
Chinese archers' rings are real; perhaps the glass 
imitations of stones like jade were for users who could 
not afford the real stones. As far as Dr. Liu knows, there 
are no imitations, as he thinks the labor involved is too 
extensive. 
 
Modern finding and use of knowledge has become the 
paradox of the world.  The internet has opened up a 
vast question of what we want to learn and how we can 
use this knowledge to our personal benefit.  Ask any 
question on Google and you can easily get thousands, if 
not more, hits. The question, however, is even if the 
information you found is useful, was it of use to your 
question…there is way too much information out there 
and you can spend your lifetime just reading through 
the posts on one question. The most important point is 
to organize the points of your question and try to 
understand the information you are finding.  
 
You can contact Dr. Liu at: 
Robert@ornamentmagazine.com and 
www.ornamentmagazine.com  
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Robert Liu’s new book will especially 
appeal to two groups of readers: The 
first group includes craftspersons and 
photographers - new or advanced - 
who want to make images of beads, 
jewelry or wearable art. The second, 
larger group is anyone who enjoys 
beads and or jewelry or has ever 
picked up an issue of Ornament 
Magazine, a magazine he originated as 
The Bead Journal in the 1970's.  
 
For the craftsperson who needs images 
for online sales, advertisements, 
PowerPoint presentations or juried entries: Dr. Liu 
offers 40 years of experience. He details the cameras, 
lenses and lighting equipment and advice regarding 
updating equipment - - is it necessary to have the 

newest gizmo? He offers practical 
advice, such as the importance of 
preparation, and knowing your goals 
in order to achieve appropriate 
presentation. He goes into detail 
about technique, discusses the 
importance of point of view and 
orientation, and how to use 
comparisons to get your message 
across. For the collector, this book 
offers an insider’s view along with 
instructive captions. Delightfully, it is 
a beautiful and interesting whirlwind 
survey of 40 years of Ornament 

Magazine –with insider comments about artists, the 
models seen over many issues and the lasting appeal of 
the beads and jewelry items themselves. 

 

 
SENTIMENTAL JEWELRY – Sahrye Cohen 

 

On May 19, 2015 we were taken down a wonderful 

pathway to more nostalgic days.  As a costumer who is 

infatuated by the love and friendship jewelry of olden 

days; this choice sent Sahrye down her own personal 

"rabbit hole" to study and collect Sentimental Jewelry.  

To share her addiction, she gave us a handout that 

listed books and articles written about these different 

aspects of jewelry so we could travel on our own down 

that beautiful road, with her encouragement. The most 

interesting part was that as Sahrye went through each 

of these categories, she passed around items for us to 

examine first hand, both antiques and modern 

reproductions.   

 

Her travels took us into many paths, the first of which 

was personalized, sentimental rings ~ called either 

"posy" or "poesy", coming from France in the 15th - 17th 

century which were a simple, yet elegant way to send 

poetry to someone you cared for. Posey Rings started in 

the Medieval period of 1250-1450. These pieces were 

the jewelry of the wealthy upper class, often made of 

gold, and featured a personal sentiment.  This category 

also covered interlocking puzzle rings called "Gimmel" 

rings.  These rings were fashionable again in the 20th 

century ~ so what is old, comes around into fashion 

once more.  The "Fede" rings which came from Italy 

(16th-17th Century) featured interlocking hands and a 

heart, similar to the Irish "Claddagh" rings and jewelry 

that has never gone out of fashion and are popular still 

today ~ all are featured in this group of personalized 

rings that one lover gave to another.  

 

The next category Sahrye covered seemed a little 

strange at first glance.  They were small pieces of 

jewelry that featured a miniature picture of an 'eye' ~ a 

type popularized by Prince George IV and his secret 

wife, Maria Fitzherbert.  These small, gold, elaborate 

pieces of jewelry were worn by men and women; often 

as a pin, locket, or watch fob with a hand painted eye or 

lips on porcelain or ivory.  Records from jewelers show 

that these Lover’s Eyes were first made for the 

aristocracy from 1770-1785. Many pieces can be found 

in the Victoria and Albert Museum as they were popular 

for 40 years.  One thing to be noted was that many 

times the pieces were edged in tiny pearls, as a sign of 

mourning but also of love.  Sahrye showed a favorite 
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piece from 1820 and believed to have been owned by 

Princess Charlotte.  After the 1820s and 1830s they 

seemed to have lost favor, but are being made again 

today in multi-medium resin.  During these early 

decades of the 19th century the middle class started to 

wear jewelry that copied the upper class, but of course, 

in lesser metals.   

 

The next segment was a lot of fun. Acrostic jewelry 

started in the early 1800s in France and has been 

credited to Jean-Baptiste Mellerio, jeweler to the 

Bonapartes.  He used semi-precious and precious 

stones and gems, using the first letter of the gemstone 

name to spell out special words. LOVE would be spelled 

with lapis, opal, vermeil (see below), and emerald.  

** A - amethyst, aquamarine /B - brilliant diamond, 

balas ruby, beryl / C - citrine, carnelian, chrysolite, 

chrysoprase / D - diamond / E - emerald / F - fluorite, 

flint / G - garnet (often called vermeil) / H - hematite, 

heliotrope / I - iris, iolite / J - jasper, jade, jet / K - 

kyanite / L - lapis lazuli, Labradorite / M - malachite / N - 

nephrite / O - opal, onyx / P - pearl, peridot, purpurine / 

Q - quartz / R - ruby, rose quartz, rubellite / S - sapphire, 

sardonyx  / T - topaz, turquoise / U - uvarovite  / V - 

vermeil (garnet), volcanic glass / W - water agate, wood 

stone / X - Xepherine / Y and Z - no stone known at that 

time.  As you will realize by reading some of these 

names, they obviously have a different name for the 

gems stone now, or they have gone out of fashion.  

Napoleon celebrated the members of his family, and 

various battle victories, with jewelry pieces made in this 

fashion.  This was brought back into favor again during 

Victorian times and by then the middle and lower 

classes were able to wear pieces made with faux gems. 

Even in modern times at the Dickens Faire, you can find 

"period pieces" made in this same method.   

 

The "Language of Flowers" in which certain flowers are 

given special meanings was popular in France before 

the 19th century.  These special meanings were carried 

over into the Victorian Era "Language of Love". Some 

favorite flowers that were often featured were Forget-

Me-Nots ~ for the obvious reason, and Pansies ~ from a 

play on the French word “pensee”, meaning "thought".  

These were also fancied in the United States.  Jewelry 

was created with the various flower's petals made up 

with pearls, garnets, turquoise, etc.  During this time, 

many lockets were made with sentimental flowers on 

the cover and a memento or lock of the loved one's hair 

tucked inside.   

 

Souvenir love tokens - usually 

made up as bracelets or pins 

were the next section passed 

around.  Actual coins were 

smoothed out on one side 

and engraved with names, 

initials, and dates of special 

occurrences.  Sayings and 

pictures were often engraved 

on the coins as well.  The 

earliest love tokens were 

from prisoners transported 

from England. Since many 

prisoners were sent away to 

Australia's penal colonies, 

these keepsakes were the 

only thing that a person 

might have with their family 

and friends far away.  Love 

tokens were very popular in 

the 1800s, especially in the 

later decades.  During this time there was a large 

increase in the middle class and women participating in 

many activities outside of the house.  Middle class 

people had the leisure time to visit fairs and play sports.  

Sahrye showed slides of women target shooting, doing 

archery, and on bicycles.  Clothing became more 

tailored and love token jewelry was worn by all the 

classes and was not just in gold, but also in brass and 

silver. Engraving on these pieces was done at fairs or 

even by talented amateurs.  These engraved coins were 

made into pins, bracelets, watch fobs and chatelaines.  

Women often wore a chatelaine at her waist that 

displayed the key to the house, tiny scissors and needle, 

or other special items that showed her status in the 

household.  Today, there is a Love Token Society which 

collects pictures of unusual and interesting love tokens. 
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Another type of jewelry that was popular during the 

Victorian Era was symbols representing bible verses.  

One often featured was "Faith, Hope, and Charity" 

which is from 1 Corinthians 13:13. Another is Mizpah 

jewelry, this was popular among lovers or friends who 

might be separated from each other by war or travel. 

 

The last and certainly most unusual was Hairwork.  

These are small pieces of jewelry and art work actually 

created out of woven hair. Usually made from a 

person's hair but also sometimes from horsehair which 

was longer and stronger.  Hair was a woman's crowning 

glory so making a piece out of a woman's hair had 

special meaning.  At this time of history, women also 

wore wigs and hairpieces of curls and braids to enhance 

their looks and used their own hair for this aspect of art 

after it was fashionably cut short.  These pieces were 

often worked up from deceased relatives’ hair (again 

featuring pearls of mourning) or done for friendship or 

tokens of love.  Sahrye showed a 19th century 

instruction manual featuring hair being woven on a 

loom similar to the foam Kumihimo looms used today.  

Women often made a hair braid to connect a man's 

watch to a fob and worn across the vest.  These were 

very popular during the 1840-1860s. The hair jewelry 

was specially set working with heat or chemicals and 

then formed into rounded tubes.  The hair work pieces 

were also formed into rings, cufflinks, crosses, etc.  

Pictures were also created with the hair of the 

deceased. The items and forms made were set with glue 

and placed under glass for safe keeping.   

 

If you are interested in finding out more about these 

items, contact her at Sahrye@gmail.com.  

 

The books noted are:  

Victorian Sentimental Jewelry - Diana Cooper, Newton 

Abbot; Portrait Jewels: Opulence and intimacy from the 

Medici to the Romanovs - Diana Scarisbrick; The Look of 

Love: Eye Miniatures from the Skier Collection - Graham 

C. Boettcher; Love Entwined: The Curious History of 

Hairwork in America - Helen Sheumaker; Art of 

Hairwork: Hair Braiding and Jewelry of Sentiment - Mark 

Campbell; Fashionable Mourning Jewelry, Clothing, & 

Customs  - Mary Brett 

 

LUCIA ANTONELLI 
 

“As a child, I spent most of my waking moments 

absorbed in fantasy, sitting amongst pieces of cut 

paper, crayons, fabric and glue, dreaming about 

becoming an artist when I grew up. I have come to 

realize that one does not simply become an artist 

because one wishes to, but is one in heart as well as 

spirit, in all ways.”  So begins Lucia Antonelli’s own 

description of herself. 

 

For Lucia, it was always about creativity. Her creativity. 

Her passion.  It began when she was graduated from 

mailto:Sahrye@gmail.com
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the Fashion Institute of Technology in 1967.  The 

garment district became her new home, as she put her 

Apparel Design degree to use illustrating for a 

department store.  This was not enough for Lucia…not 

even slightly.  Rejecting the stress and stifling of her 

creative juices, she returned to the family home, and 

reinitiated her search for personal expression. 

Lucia’s search led her in many directions, including 

leather handbag design, stained glass, weaving, and 

clay. In 1974, her employment at her Local Bead Store 

in Santa Monica,  she discovered her medium of 

expression. She discovered the infinite possibilities they 

afforded her creativity.  The beads had no boundaries, 

which exactly mirrored her design aesthetic.  It was a 

match made in Bead Heaven! 

 

Her passion for beads increased with time; until one 

day, she crossed paths with an antique French beaded 

purse.  This purse, and its tiny fantastic metal beads, 

drew Lucia into a world that inspired her to redirect her 

creative juices into executing intricate, unique neck 

pieces with exquisite details!  She found peace in the 

self-expression these designs allowed.  They gave her an 

emotional and spiritually centered focus.  In her words, 

“...it is like breathing.” 

 

In 1975, she moved to Cazadero. She encouraged her 

then partner, Martin Kilmer to join in the creative 

endeavor of making jewelry, and their 9 year 

partnership began.  

 

In a time when she and Martin had little financial 

stability, she became inspired by a box of leather scraps 

given to her, and she created her first beaded leather 

collar. This was just the beginning of her embracing the 

wild ride her creativity would embark on. Soon, her 

pieces were featured in galleries, and even worn by 

equally creative women who understood and 

appreciated her work, including Whoopi Goldberg, 

Cher, Debbie Reynolds, Liz Taylor, and Joni Mitchel. 

In 1976, Lucia discovered the antique French metal 

beaded purses. She was enamored by the delicacy and 

beauty of these tiny beads. She quickly learned that 

those made of brass and other metals were far more 

durable that their fashionable glass seed bead relatives. 

They had another benefit...their huge holes, which 

made them far easier to work with than the glass beads.  

However, one material certainly does not replace the 

other; and she still uses glass seed beads to accent 

color, as well as pearls, in her exquisitely worked pieces. 
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Between 1981 and 1987, she entered into a partnership 

with Martin Kilmer and Laura Popenoe to create over 

20 major art items.  Their artful collaborations were 

featured in American Craft and Ornament magazines as 

well as on eBay™ (4SEASONS KIMONO) as well as in The 

New Beadwork by Kathlyn Moss and Alice Scherer.   

 

One of the members asked her how long she works on 

her pieces, and how many beads are possibly involved.  

She had to think about those questions for a minute.  

She replied that her husband did a rough guesstimate 

one time of around 35,000 beads, based on how many 

in one inch and how many inches.  She was floored by 

this number, but when you look at the multiple inches 

in just the fringe, and then take in the braided strands 

down to the focal piece ~ well, that number may easily 

be correct! She responded to the other question, about 

how much time is involved in creating each of her 

pieces, with an estimate of around two weeks; working 

5 - 6 hours a day, and 4 - 5 days a week.  Of course, that 

doesn’t include the time it takes her imagination to 

create the design!  Inspiration for Lucia’s works, which 

earlier was a collaboration of her imagination and 

memories of ethnic and tribal items she may have seen 

in a library or gallery, now can be fueled through 

millions of sites on the World Wide Web! Now, Lucia 

has become the source of inspiration for new artists! 

 

Her home in Sonoma County is modest and surprisingly 

not filled with beads.  A picture of her tidy work room, 

included two customized cabinets, like those used for 

maps, that are neatly organized by category with 50 

drawers in each of the two cabinets.  When she begins a 

new piece, she goes to the drawers of focal pieces, 

working her way through, handling each of the pieces 

until the perfect one speaks to her.  Then, her 

imagination starts pulling things together. "It is sorta 

fuzzy about how things happen, and it often isn't until a 

piece is finished that I realize what has evolved."  Her 

home is also used for her classes.  She loves to work 

with her students, giving them the basic parameters, 

and then encouraging their own creativity to flow.  One 

of the members at her presentation, Fred Chavez, wore 

one of many pieces he has created under her guidance.   

Lucia is currently executing her own centerpieces of 

sterling silver and 18 karat gold, incorporating special 

ethnic components. She pushes her creativity as far as 

she can by creating centerpieces that are 

contemporary, yet evoke a feeling that has an ancient 

quality.  By utilizing antique beads, talismans, and 

ritualistic objects from other cultures, it is her love to 

create objects of wearable art that have a timeless 

quality, bridging designs from the past through the 

present. 

 

To contact Lucia: 707-762-1165 

Luciaantonelli47@gmail.com 
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Calendar of Events 
July 21, 2015 July Speaker: Eleanor Pigman Courtyard Marriott 

 5555 Shellmound 
 Emeryville, CA 94605 

July 23, 2015 
Thursday 2pm-5pm 

Classes with Eleanor Pigman Baubles & Beads 
 1676 Shattuck Ave. 
 Berkeley, CA 94709 

August 7-8, 2015 
Friday 3pm -7pm 
Saturday 11am -7pm 

Natural Touch will be having a trunk show at Blue Door Beads in Oakland, 
The trunk show will feature Colorful Resin Beads, Buttons, Bamboo and other wood 
components, along with vintage trims. 

4167 Piedmont Ave. 
Oakland, CA 94611 
(510) 652-2583 

August 7-9, 2015 
Friday thru Sunday 
10am-6pm 

The Garden of Beadin’ will be at the Concord Bead and Design Show with seedbeads, 
Czech glass, stringing material and beading supplies. BSNC Members get 10% off with 
their card. Call 2 weeks ahead of the show with any special orders. Visit 
GardenofBeadin.com for more info. 

Hilton Concord 
1970 Diamond Boulevard 
Concord, CA 94520 

August 16, 2015 
Sunday 12pm-4pm 

Members Bead & Craft Sale and Social with Make it & Take it Albany at the Veteran's Hall 
on Portland St. 

August 22-23, 2015 
Saturday 10am-6pm 
Sunday 10am-5pm 

NC Nagle GemStones & Beads will be exhibiting at the 61st  Annual Golden Gateway to 
Gems Show at the San Francisco County Fair Building “Hall of Flowers” 
Note: this show is accessible by Bart and Muni. More info: www.sfgms.org or 
ncnaglegemsandbeads.com 

9th Ave. & Lincoln Way, 
Golden Gate Park 
San Francisco, CA  

September 15, 2015 September Speaker: Wayne Robbins & Judi Mountain Courtyard Marriott 
 5555 Shellmound 
 Emeryville, CA 94605 

Sept. 19-20, 2015 
Saturday & Sunday  
9:30am-5:00pm 

NC Nagle GemStones & Beads will be exhibiting at the7th Annual Feather River Gem & 
Mineral Society Show Silver Dollar Fairgrounds (In the large Commercial Building). 
More info: www.featherriverrocks.com or ncnaglegemsandbeads.com 

Silver Dollar Fairgrounds  
2357 Fair St. 
Chico, CA 95928 

Sept. 26-27, 2015 
Saturday 10am-6pm 
Sunday 10am-5pm 

NC Nagle GemStones & Beads will be exhibiting at the Carmel Valley Gem & Mineral 
Society Gem Show More info: www.cvgms.com or ncnaglegemsandbeads.com 

Monterey Co. Fairgrounds 
2004 Fairground Road 
Monterey, CA 93940 

October 20, 2015 October Speaker: Joe Silvera Courtyard Marriott 
 5555 Shellmound 
 Emeryville, CA 94605 

November 17, 2015 November Speaker: Virginia Blakelock Courtyard Marriott 
 5555 Shellmound 
 Emeryville, CA 94605 

 

 

 
 
  
    

 
 

SAVE THIS DATE  April 16-17, 2016 
for the next  BSNC Bead Bazaar ! 

http://www.sfgms.org/
http://www.ncnaglegemsandbeads.com/
http://www.featherriverrocks.com/
http://www.ncnaglegemsandbeads.com/
http://www.cvgms.com/
http://www.ncnaglegemsandbeads.com/
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DISCOUNTS FOR BSNC MEMBERS! 

The following stores offer discounts – show your current membership card 

ALAMEDA 
Bead Inspirations  www.BeadInspirations.com 
1544 Park Street  Tel: 510-337-1203 
10% discount except class fees, books, consignment jewelry & 
instructor material kits. 
 
BENICIA 
Beading Around the Bush 
126 East E Street  Tel: 707-747-9094 
15% discount except for classes, books & sale items. 
 
BERKELEY 
Baubles & Beads  www.BaublesandBeads.com 
1676 Shattuck Avenue  Tel: 510-644-2323 
15% discount except for classes, books & sale items. If 
shopping online, use coupon code NCBS15. 
 
CONCORD 
Just Bead It!  www.JustBeadItConcord.com 
2051 Harrison Street, Suite C  Tel:925-682-6943 
 
DANVILLE 
Cottage Jewel  www.CottageJewel.com 
100 Prospect Avenue  Tel: 925-837-2664 
10-15% off everything not marked net. 
 
FAIRFIELD 
KimberlyKate Beads   
720 Texas Street   Tel: 707-426-2003 
10% discount when you show your membership card.  No 
discount on consignment items. 
 
GARBERVILLE 
Garden of Beadin’  www.GardenofBeadin.com 
752 Redwood Drive  Tel: 800-232-3588 
Fax: 707-923-9160  Email: Beads@asis.com 
10% off for all BSNC members, in our store or at any of our 
shows. Does not apply to already discounted merchandise. 
 
OAKLAND 
Blue Door Beads  www.BlueDoorBeads.com 
4167 Piedmont Ave  Tel: 510-652-2583 
10% discount. 
 
BROWNS VALLEY 
Wild Things Beads  www.WildThingsBeads.com 
PO Box 356  Tel: 530-743-1339 
20% discount on Czech pressed beads and fire polish. 
 

SAN JOSE 
Sew Bedazzled 
1068 Lincoln Avenue  Tel: 408-293-2232 
10% discount except on classes. 
 
SANTA CRUZ 
Kiss My Glass 
660A 7th Avenue  Tel: 831-462-3077 
15% Discount 
 
VACAVILLE 
Beads on Main  www.BeadonMain.com 
313 Main St.   Tel:707-446-1014 
10%  discount at our bead store. Does not apply to finished 
jewelry, magazines/books, class fees, already discounted 
merchandise & Swarovski crystal packs.  or if member is 
eligible for our wholesale customer discount. 
 
VALLEJO 
Beads in Pomegranate Seeds 
538 C Florida Street  Tel: 707-557-3337 
10% Discount 
 
INTERNET STORES 
Beadshaper  www. Beadshaper.com 
coupon code is: BSNC58713coupon 
 10% discount on handcrafted items bought directly from 
Beadshaper through the Beadshaper web site and at the 
Beadshaper booth at shows in Northern California. This does 
not apply to Beadshaper items sold at art galleries, boutiques, 
or through  another vender. The discount only applies to 
items created by the Beadshaper. It does not apply to 
Beadshaper classes or items purchased by the Beadshaper for 
resale. It cannot be applied  together with any other discount. 
 
CBA, Inc.  www.ChinaBizAccess.com 
Tel: 916-873-6230  Fax: 916-983-9128 
15% discount except for on already discounted merchandise. 
Enter member code BSNC in comment area when ordering. 
 
Natural Touch  www.NaturalTouchBeads.com 
Tel: 707.781.0808  
NCBS members receive 10% off their Resin Bead Purchases. 
Put note in comments section of checkout or call 
707.781.0808 Discount does not apply to sale items or 
markdowns. 
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Annual Membership Dues, which include digital mailings and meetings are $20 per year. Memberships with snail mail 
and meetings is $30 per year. The year begins on the month you join. Dues are accepted at monthly meetings or can be 
paid online using PayPal or a credit card, or with a Membership Application printed from our website. 
 

 

President   VACANT 
Vice President   TERI LAWSON   Info@BeadSocietyofNorCal.org 
Secretary   MARILYN PETERS  Secretary@BeadSocietyofNorCal.org 
Treasurer   LISA CLAXTON   Treasurer@BeadSocietyofNorCal.org 
Program Chair   MARILYN PETERS  Secretary@BeadSocietyofNorCal.org 
Volunteer Coordinator  JULIE HANKS   Volunteer@BeadSocietyofNorCal.org 
Newsletter Editor    Newsletter@BeadSocietyofNorCal.org 


